
VIEW NE EXISTING CONDITIONS @ DISCHARGE # 3 OFF LEROY ST

Headwall Repair and Stone Wall Refurbishment
Sassaquin Pond Discharge # 3 Off Leroy Street

DESCRIPTION OF REPAIR WORK:
1. Place a semicircular erosion protection line consisting of siltation fabric staked into ground to the

outside of a straw waddle sized to encompass the entire work area.
2. Cut and remove vegetation along wall and for two feet away from wall in both directions to and

from pond for the length of stone wall to be rebuilt. Obtain detail images of existing stone wall.
3. Excavate existing soil overburden behind the stone wall along the area to be rebuilt and stockpile

for re-use to the away side from the pond.
4. Remove and stockpile wall stones for at least five feet each side of the discharge pipe  as needed
5. Excavate sufficient material covering the existing pipe to expose the end of the pipe and enable

connection to it with new pipe.
6. Excavate 12" to 18" below the invert of the pipe extending to two feet beyond planned face of

stone wall and place and compact 3/4" stone aggregate to bottom of pipe grade.
7. Place a new section of 12" Diameter Reinforced Concrete Pipe cut and sized to connect to the

existing end of pipe and extend to a point one foot beyond the face of planned face of stone wall.
8. Excavate a two foot wide trench to each side of the pipe in line of stone wall to 12" to 18" depth

and place and compact 3/4" stone aggregate to planned bottom of stone wall.
9. Erect the stone wall reusing existing stone pieces placing largest units at bottom and

progressively smaller units to interlock and otherwise rebuild the stone wall to re-connect and
interlace into the existing wall to establish a structurally sound section of wall to each side of the
discharge pipe.

10. Backfill the stone wall with a combination of 3/4" stone aggregate placed directly against the
wall stone pieces backed by non-loam fill material from the stockpile bringing this combination
to just below the top of stone wall.

11. Complete the backfill to finish grade using loamy soil materials from the stockpile spread and
graded ready for seeding.

12. Complete finish grading, seed with appropriate lawn grass seed and place erosion matting over
newly seeded area. Remove excess soil materials for disposal and clean up private yard area.

13. Excavate 6" into ground area just downstream of pipe discharge for a distance of approximately
4 feet and three feet wide to receive rip rap. Place approximately one cubic yard of 3" to 6" rip
rap shaped to create a swale matching the naturally existing one.

14. Cleanup debris and loose vegetation and otherwise restore the pond shore area to original
condition. Leave the silt and waddle protection line in place until the yard lawn area is
established.
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